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Erasmus Report by Justine Copette 


Where:  
Gat & co , Emanuel Gat Dance 

Creation in the Agora de la danse , Montpellier


Duration:  
From 13.01.2020 to 15.03.2020


general information: 
Emanuel Gat was born in Israel in 1969. His first 
encounter with dance was at the age of 23 during a 
workshop led by Israeli choreographer Nir Ben Gal. 
Few months later he joined the Liat Dror Nir Ben Gal Company with whom 
he toured internationally. He started working as an independent 
choreographer in 1994. Emanuel is associated choreographer to 
Montpellier Danse Festival for the seasons 2013-2016-2018-2020 

Production and synopsis:

LOVETRAIN2020 (70’) - world premiere on June 20th, 
2020 at Festival Montpellier Danse, Opéra Berlioz/Le 

Corum, Montpellier (FR)
https://vimeo.com/395494814

After working with scores by Pierre Boulez, Rebecca Saunders and Gat 
himself for Story Water, his last production for Festival d’Avignon 2018, 
Emanuel Gat pursues his long time exploration of the meeting points 
between the choreographic and the musical, the visual and the auditory, 
and the potentials they hold for observation, study and story telling. 
LOVETRAIN2020 unfolds within this charged space of references, 
counterpoints and endless possibilities, where movement and sound 
interact to once again, and from a different angle, reveal the obvious yet 
almost transparent layers in which people come together, drift apart, 
push and pull, question, resolute and move forward. 

https://vimeo.com/395494814
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A contemporary “Musical” for 14 dancers, LOVETRAIN2020 will call 
upon the wonderful music of the 80s British duo Tears for Fears (Mad 
world, Shout, Everybody Wants to Rule The World, Change, Sowing The 
Seeds Of Love and many other incredible hits from that glorious 
decade). A choreographic ode to the sound and vibe of the 80s, as 
embodied in the music of Tears For Fears, with its utopic drive and epic 
groove.

Personnal report:

• Feedback of the first week
The first-week plan was to start with yoga. After the 90minutes of yoga, we 
started to have individual warm-up and time to remember what we did the day 
before. On the first day, 
Emanuel Gat gave us a task: choose a pop song and create the material from 
it. 
After creating a 2-3minutes solo, we started to use his tool name: instant 
choreography. which consists to dance in a group with your material and your 
own decision. You have to dance your sequence or to copy someone in a 
short period, By repeating you start to quickly set choreography all together.
We work on developing that choreography trough different tasks that 
Emanuel Gat gave us day by day.
The new creation is name Lovetrain2020 and is performed by 14 dancers.
The Agora of Montpellier organizes open showing trough the residence and 
also some 'atelier' for the amateur dancer, Emanuel Gat asked me to join the 
atelier to assist the teacher (a member of the company)
My first observation is that my Erasmus here and in Sicily are complementary 
as Zappala was more about learning fast, quick a strict material which is from 
his repertoire and Emanuel gat is demanding a lot of personal movement and 
creativity. 
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• In general, my feedback is that I had time to observe how the company is 
working in a creative process. This process work in a different way as 
Emanuel is constantly affected by our presence, reactivity, and creativity. 
For that new production, he hires 4news dancers to join the group which I 
appreciate because I was kind of new too, like them.  During my all stay I 
appreciate having a regular show (open rehearsal) and have feedback from 
the audience. For the show, I was not able to dance with the group so I 
could Have time to observe and had the chance to see and feel how it is. It 
was a very different perception from inside and outside. From outside I 
could see how much everything is connected.I could also be present and 
see how it is working on the other side, such as working on the costumes, 
communication, meeting about future touring... and outside the studio I 
could have a relaxed time with the member of the company. which was 
more in a chilled environment but was useful and inspired for ma as I am a 
young dancer. 

• Evaluation 

In the middle of the process, I had a conversation with Emanuel gat about my 
integration into the group, At the beginning of the work I was participating 
more as an observer and he saw that even while I was observing I was 
constantly trying to be present as much as I could. (ex: writing notes, being 
on stage, learning sequences after rehearsal, continue to work on the tasks 
he gave,…) He decided to include me more into the group. We also spoke 
about my project and he gave me advice about the administrative part of 
creating and producing our performance.  

« Justine has been very concentrated and motivated about her integration for 
that new creation both when she observed or participated physically. I 
appreciated that she joined the group outside the studio and that she was 
questioning the dancer and me about our work, and giving her tips. » 

• Used method 

In general Emanuel Gat method is to demand a lot of creativity from his 
dancers. To let the dancer create material, he is giving tasks and later on 
modulate, play ,experience that material born from that tasks.
In that production the common threat was the music (base on the group Tears 
for Fears)
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After the creation of material Emanuel modulate, play and experience these 
material differently. Most of the time each dancer join a group and work with 
new tasks which overlap the last one and create a new version of that original 
material. 

Example:
1. Choose a music pop video
2. Learn the choreography of that video alone
3. Together as a group put counts to create a common beat
4. Put a filter on that original material
The filter can be somethings that affect the body, the material itself or the 
space. (mine was that every movements starts with the head)
5.    Have two distinct version (1) original and (2) filter
6.    Dance together in a group
7.    Add a time aspect into different group (choose secretly a person and be 
still when that person move) 

The result of that method is that Emanuel got a huge amount of dance 
material that connect, overlap to each other and he is constantly changing 
and creating a new order. The full result will be set in the last period 1 week 
before the premiere on 20th June.  


